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SPLIT HOOD
AUTSPHOOD split hood installation

1

Determine the best hinge plate mounting locations for
your vehicle. Once you have determined the best
locations, tack weld all of the plates in place. NOTE:
cutting or trimming of your vehicle's sheet metal will
most likely be required. Be certain you have selected
the best locations before making irreversible
alterations to your vehicle.

2

Now assemble hing part A to all hinge plates as
shown in Fig. B. and secure into place with screws.

3

Cut your hood into halves, then take the halves and
trial fit to determine the best mounting locations for
hinge part B. Tip: you don't have to be exact. The
hinges are designed to allow for some amount of
adjustment.

4

Secure hinge part B to your hood with screws as
shown in Fig. B.

5

Now attach your hood to the swing arms of hinge
part A as shown in Fig. B. Hinge part B snaps on to
part A.

6

Open and close your hood to test for an accurate fit.
Make adjustments with the swing arm screws as
needed. If the screws do not allow for enough
adjustment to achieve the best fit, you will need to
repeat all the above steps.

7

Now that you have achieved the best fit, finish
welding the hinge plates in place. Please note, you
will need to relocate your factory hood latch or install
hood pins.
OPTIONAL UPGRADE
Install linear actuators to motorize your split hood! For
our line of high quality linear actuators please call
your sales representative, or checkout our new
product catalog. You can also order the linear
actuators online at www.autoloc.com, keyward search
"linear actuator".

*Instructions are not vehicle specific. For general reference purposes only.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE: These instructions are for general
reference purposes only. Professional installation is
highly recommended.
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